
   Subject mapping 2022-2023 – Art and DT 
Art and design is an essential part of the primary curriculum. Art allows the child to develop their imagination and creativity, to make connections through their inventive minds and gives 

children the skills to record their imagination and ideas. 
Art also encourages expression and visual thinking, which in turn helps children learn other subjects. 
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What Do I Know About Me? 
Explore how colours can be 

combined to create new colours.  
 
 

Explore how materials can be 
combined using resources such as 

glue and Sellotape. 

Create moving toy pictures 
 Designing, Making, Evaluating 

and Technical Knowledge 
Use the templates to create 

moving pictures. 
Design a moving toy picture of 

your own. 
Make a moving toy picture with 

the support of an adult. 
Evaluate your work. 

What is still life anyway? & 
What can you catch in your 

viewfinder? 
Drawing: Know how the grade of 
the pencil (hard -> soft) affects 

the mark it makes. Use pencils of 
different grades in drawings. 

Begin to use pencils to shade and 
show different tones and 

textures. 

How can we keep Orion safe? 
 (2-D shape to 3-D product- 

sewing) 
DT- children will plan a design for 

a square of blanket. They will 
explore the suitability of different 

fabrics and will cut and sew an 
applique to their square in order 
to make a class blanket for Orion, 

which they will then evaluate. 

Can we explore the work of Paul 
Cezanne?  

To explore the work of 
contemporary and more 

traditional artists who work 
within the still life genre. To draw 
from observation and think about 

how to use line, colour, shape, 
texture, form and composition. 

Building upon prior knowledge of 
still life drawing in Year2. 

 

Can we draw with different types 
of charcoal?                                     

To make loose, gestural drawings 
with charcoal, and exploring 

drama and performance 
 

Can we produce artwork in the 
style of retro-futurists?                 

To produce a retro-futurism 
inspired mixed media piece of a 

view in Space. 

How did Wilfred Stanley Haines 
use light and tone to create his 

blitz skylines? 
To develop an awareness of 

composition, scale and proportion 
in paintings. Show an awareness 

of how paintings are created 
Explore colour mixing and 

blending techniques. Identify 
artists who have worked in a 

similar way to their own work. 
Building on prior learning in Year 

4. 
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Why Are There So Many Leaves 
On The Ground? 

Use fallen Autumn leaves 
collected from the school grounds 

to create leaf art.  
 

Follow a recipe to bake for 
Pumpkin Scones for afternoon 

tea (D.T.) 

Use natural materials to create 
sculptures and land art 

Use a range of materials creatively 
to design and make products. 

Study an artist – Andy 
Goldsworthy. 

Use natural materials to create 
land art. 

Use natural materials to create 
sculptures. 

How can this clay take the shape 
of a crocodile?  

Sculpture: Use clay to make a 3-
dimentional object, showing 

texture. 
& Where could our clay crocodile 

live? 
3D collage (diorama): Select, cut, 
tear, stick and assemble different 
materials to create a ‘landscape in 

a box’ 

Will our vase tell a story? 
Art- we will explore what 
sculpture is and different 

materials that are used for 
sculptures. We will look at the 

work of famous sculptor Willard 
Wigan and design a mini Greek 

vase using authentic patterns and 
colours from this time period in 
history. We will create our vases 
using the ‘pinch’ method to help 

shape them and will then use 
tools to pattern them. 

Can we make an Art Bot scribble? 
 Select from and use materials 

and components, 
including construction materials 

and electrical 
components according to their 

functional properties and 
aesthetic qualities. Building upon 
prior knowledge of simple circuits 

(science). 
 

Can we design and build a WW2 
air raid shelter? 

To follow and refine plans.  To 
make a prototype before making 

a final version. To evaluate 
appearance and function against 
original criteria building on prior 
knowledge of shelters in Year 3. 
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Who Are The Famous Characters 
Inside My Book? 

Design and make props and 
backdrops for story photoshoots 

(D.T.) 
 
 
 

Create seasonal art using warm 
and cool colours 

Use drawing, painting and 
sculpture to develop and share 

your ideas and imagination. Study 
an artist – Vincent Van Gogh. 

 
Introduction to Vincent Van Gogh. 

Study his Starry Night picture.  
Create our own night-time Starry 

Night pictures. 
Create our own firework paintings 

(using crayons and paint-wash). 
What are cool colours? Paint The 
Arctic or The Antarctic using cool 

colours. 
What are warm colours? Paint 

The Kalahari Desert using warm 
colours. 

What are cool and warm colours? 
Paint a landscape which is half 

cool and half warm.   

What might have the Great Fire 
of London looked like? 

Painting (Colour I): Know how to 
mix secondary colours from 

primary colours. Printing: Print by 
stamping. 

 
What might Thomas Farriner 

have baked in his oven? 
Food technology: measure 

ingredients to follow a recipe 

How can we leave our mark? 
(Stone Age cave painting) 

Understand the cultural and 
historical significance of cave 

paintings and how they reflected 
life at the time. Begin using wax 
crayons and bold lines to depict 

animals based on cave art and use 
different techniques on paper to 

create a ‘cave wall’ effect. 

Who was Andy Warhol and what 
was the Pop Art movement? 

To learn about the pop art 
movement, study and explore the 

colours that Warhol used to 
create their own version of a 

Campbells soup can. 
using pencils, pens, paints, 

drawing upon previous knowledge 
of portrait drawing in Year 3 and 

of colour and mark making. 
. 

How did the Ancient Egyptians 
make bread? 

 To demonstrate how to measure 
out, cut, shape and combine e.g. 

knead, beat, rub and mix 
ingredients. Demonstrate how to 

use appropriate utensils and 
equipment that the children may 

use safely and 
hygienically. Building upon prior 

knowledge of techniques for 
measuring out, preparing and 

combining ingredients in Year 2. 
 

Can we learn about Frida Kahlo 
and analyse some of her work?  

Collect information, sketches and 
resources and present ideas 

imaginatively in a 
sketch book building on prior 

knowledge of sketchbook work in 
Year 5. 
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Who Can I Ask For Help? 
Use knowledge of shape, maps 

and emergency vehicles to create 
my own maps and emergency 

vehicle pictures.  (Art) 

Create a freestanding table for 
the tiger to come to tea 

Designing, Making, Evaluating and 
Technical Knowledge 

Look at freestanding structures. 
Freestanding Structures 

Designing. 
Freestanding Structures 

Making. 
Freestanding Structures 

Evaluating. 
Freestanding Structures. 
Technical Knowledge and 

Understanding. 
 

Can I design and make a mini raft 
that will float? 

Use of materials: use knowledge 
of materials to design and make a 

floating raft. Test & evaluate. 
Can I make a trailer for my raft? 

Axles and wheels: Investigate 
fixed and loose wheels on axles 
and how they work. Design and 
make a trailer with freely rolling 

wheels either with an axle holder 
for fixed wheels or a washer to 

hold free rolling wheels in place. 
Test and evaluate. 

What would I have eaten in 
prehistory?  

(cooking) 
Examine the diet of Early Man and 

compare this to our diet today 
and what foods are still available. 
Select a range of ingredients and 
explore ways we could prepare 

them to make a Stone Age meal. 
Plan and design a ‘Stone Age 

Stewed Fruit’ recipe by selecting 
fruits, cutting them with knife 
skills and then cooking them. 
Evaluate the product after. 
Develop drawing skills using 

charcoal and pencils. 
Incorporating previously learned 
techniques i.e. line, shape, colour 

and space. 

Who was Andy Warhol and what 
was the Pop Art movement? 

Study a Warhol self-portrait, then 
plan and create their own self-

portraits inspired by 
Warhol using pencils, pens, 

paints, drawing upon previous 
knowledge of colour and mark 

making. 
 

Can we become fashion 
designers? 

To use a sketchbook to make 
visual notes to capture key ideas 

about how the designers work. To 
listen to a design brief and use a 
sketchbook to generate and test 
ideas, explore colour, line, shape, 
pattern in response to the brief. 

 

Can we learn about Frida Kahlo 
and analyse some of her work?  
Use the qualities of watercolour 

and chalk pastels to create 
visually interesting pieces building 

on prior knowledge of colour, 
shape and texture in the Autumn 

term. 
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'Are all minibeasts scary'?  
Use a range of pencils and strong 
concentration and observational 
skills to draw accurate pictures of 

flowers and minibeasts. (Art) 

Create the three little pig’s 
meadow using different art and 

design techniques 
Develop a wide range of art and 

design techniques in using colour, 
pattern, texture, line, form, space 

and shape. Study an artist - 
Yvonne Coomber. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using colouring pencils. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using paint. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using oil pastels/crayons. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using different patterns. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using different textures. 

Create The Three Little Pig's 
meadow using line, form, space 

and shape. 

Can I design and make a Super 
hero hand puppet? 

Textiles: Design and make a hand 
puppet by sewing, creating a 

mock design first to improve fit. 
Evaluate.  

 
What’s in a healthy smoothie? / 
Can I design and make a healthy 

sandwich? 
Food technology: Choose healthy 
ingredients. Use knives safely to 
cut and slice vegetables and fruit 

to desired size. Use a blender 
safely. 

Which famous artists lived near 
here? 

Look at Hans Holbein’s life and 
portraits as linked to our John 

Whitgift/ local history topic 
(Holbein living in London as a 

link). Gain a basic understanding 
of how portraits were used to 
represent people throughout 

history. Develop drawing skills by 
sketching a self-portrait in the 

style of Holbein (understand why 
and how different sketching 

pencils might be used). Produce a 
final piece of art work with a self-

portrait. 

What’s in my box?  
To investigate and evaluate a 

range of existing shell 
structures including the materials, 

components 
and techniques that have been 

used. Test and evaluate their own 
products against 

design criteria and the intended 
user and purpose. Prior 

experience of using different 
joining, cutting and 

finishing techniques with paper 
and card Year 3. 

Can we turn a 2D drawing into a 
3D object? 

To know that drawing can be used 
to transform a two-dimensional 

surface, which can be 
manipulated to make a three-

dimensional object. Work towards 
a sculptural outcome building 
upon previous experience of 

making shell structures in Year 4 

Can we become activists through 
our art? 

To understand how artists use 
their skills to make art which 

speaks about things which matter, 
often on behalf of whole 

communities. To create visuals 
and text which communicate an 

important message. 
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Was it once upon a mixed up 
time? 

Consider how to design and 
create storytelling puppets (D.T.) 

Create your own fruit salad 
Use the basic principles of a 

healthy and varied diet to prepare 
dishes. Understand where food 

comes from. 
 

What makes food healthy? 
What makes a good fruit salad? 
Explore fruits both inside and 

outside. Use our senses! 
Food safety and hygiene 

Making fruit salad 
Can we draw a fruit bowl? Can we 
create a fruit bowl using different 
materials/ printing techniques? 

Can we create seascapes 
in the style of Mark Rothko? 

Painting (Colour II): Create tints 
with paint by adding white and 
create tones by adding black. 

Match (complimentary) colours. 
Experiment with different strokes, 

layers and blending 

How can we capture a volcano in 
our paintings? 

Explore a variety of landscape 
paintings and understand the 

cultural and historical significance 
of Hokusai’s ’36 Views of Mount 
Fuji’ series. We will look at ‘Red 

Fuji’ and sketch our own versions 
of this, developing our ability to 

draw accurately and will then 
paint our versions using 

appropriate colours.  
Can our shelters withstand an 

earthquake? (DT- Shell 
structures) 

Look at different types of 
earthquake resistant structures 

and plan a structure using a 
selection of equipment. Build a 
structure that can be tested to 

withstand earthquake conditions 
for a certain amount of time. 

Can I build a bird’s nest? 
To use a variety of drawing 

materials to make experimental 
drawings based upon observation.  

To construct with a variety of 
materials to make a sculpture. 

Building upon knowledge of line, 
tone and observation learnt in 

year 2.  

Can we design and make an 
Anglo-Saxon purse?  

To produce a 3-D textile product 
made from a 

combination of accurately made 
pattern pieces, 

fabric shapes and different 
fabrics. Building upon prior 

knowledge of different stitches 
covered in Year 2 and 3 such as 
running stitch and back stitch. 

Can we invest in a new chocolate 
bar? 

To use market research to to 
inform plans and ideas. To show 

that culture and society is 
considered in plans and designs.  
Building on prior knowledge of 
marketing and design in Year 4. 

 

 


